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Magnetic reconnection plays a significant 
role in the change of magnetic topology in fusion 
plasmas [1] and release of magnetic energy to 
accelerate /heat astrophysical plasmas [2]. As 
for collisionless dissipation (resistivity) required 
in global MHD studies, a couple of mechanisms 
have been proposed such as microinstabilities, 
electron inertia [3] and chaos of orbits. How-
ever, its origin still remains a key question of 
magnetic reconnection. 
In this study, collisionless reconnection dur-
ing coalescence of two current-carrying loops 
is studied using 2~-D implicit particle simula-
tion (RIDEN) [4]. This code allows us large 
time-and-space scales simulations by eliminat-
ing high-frequency waves. The simulation is 
done in doubly periodic system (x, z) [5]. The 
separation of the two loops is 160cjwpe, and 
the initial plasma density is uniform with the 
drift Vdi = 0.01c ( < c5 ) given to the ions inside 
the loops. No external electric field is applied, 
E~O) = 0. 
As the loops coalesce in a few Alfven times as 
shown in Fig.1, the "toroidal" (out of the sim-
ulation ·plane) components of the electric field 
and current are observed to grow exponentially 
in the vicinity of the X-point (Fig.2). Just be-
fore the onset of reconnection, an elongated (Y-
shape) current sheet is formed whose width is 
comparable to the skin depth, LB rv 3c/wpe· On 
the other hand, the "toroidal" electric field Ey 
is induced via the displacement current, 
(1) 
in a region broader than the current sheet, 
LE rv 40c/wpe· The magnitude of this elec-
tric field, which theoretically should scale like 
Ey rv (vA/c)2, has been quantitatively verified. 
The above growth phase is succeeded by 
a "quasi-steady" phase where Ey -/= 0 and 
V x B ~ (47r/c)J at the X-point. With the 
"toroidal" electric field, magnetic reconnection 
occurs through the Faraday's law, 
8!p = -V X (E.Y). (2) 
Coexistence of the toroidal electric field and 
current at the X-point strongly suggests that 
collisionless dissipation is provided by tran-
sit accelertion of the electrons [3]. Since the 
net acceleration is estimated to be 8vy rv 
(( -e)/me)EIITtr, we have ly rv J~e) = ( -e)n8vy 
where Ttr is the electron transit time. This is 
cast in the form of" collisionless" Ohm's law, 
with fJeq = 47r / w;e Ttr the inertia resistivity. 
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Fig.1 Snapshots of poloidal flux function W and 
the ion current J~i) for t / T A = 0, 1.6 and 3.1. 
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Fig.2 Growth of Ey and JY at the X-point. 
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